Diagnostic approach of effusion cytology using computerized image analysis.
The objective of this study is to investigate whether image cytometry is a sensitive and specific method for the differential diagnosis of equivocal cells in routine cytology of effusion smears. One hundred four effusion smears were studied from routine cytologic material. Cytologically 56 (53.8%) of the smears were classified as malignant, 26 (24%) as suspicious and 22 (21.1%) as benign. Two morphometric variables (nuclear major axis length and nuclear area) of the nuclei were measured by an image analysis system. Higher values for the area were found for malignant rather than benign and suspicious cells (p < 0.0005 and p < 0.005 respectively). The same result was extracted for the nuclear major axis length values (p < 0.0005 and p < 0.0005 respectively). Values of nuclear major axis length and nuclear area didn't differ significantly between benign and suspicious cells (p = 0.071 and p = 0.066 respectively). The results show that the range of the values for suspicious cells is closer to the range of the benign cells. Cytomorphometry of the effusion smear cells may provide important information for the differentiation of atypical mesothelial cells from malignant adenocarcinoma cells.